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We’re pleased to share with you the latest Nestlé 
Professional Nutripro magazine edition on the topic 
of Portion Awareness.

This exciting issue is packed with plenty of insights and 
guidelines to help operators serve up balanced portions 
without compromising on consumer satisfaction. It covers 
everything from portion control guidelines to fun ideas on 
how to create visual value on the plate, engage kids to eat 
healthy and cut down unwanted calories in beverages and 
desserts. 

This latest edition also comes with three new features:

1.	 Simplified	editing:	Now	presented	in	PPT	format,	the	
magazine can be easily edited at various levels. From text 
box size and content to images and pages, everything is 
customizable. 

2.	 Nutripro	article	series:	Provided	as	a	series	of	articles,	
Nutripro	can	now	be	used	to	reach	operators	through	
social media channels, publications or websites. It even 
comes with headline social media visuals and texts to be 
used as links.

3. Training module: A training module is being developed 
for	both	our	own	staff	and	our	customers	to	help	
them on their journey to create and serve nutritionally 
balanced portions. 

Nutripro	is	a	nutrition	magazine	that	aims	to	educate	
and increase awareness of healthy eating habits among 
operators. 
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Traditional Portion 
Incremental adjustments can be made 
to any recipe and any portion size.

 2.5 Cups Pasta
 1.5 Cups Sauce
 2 Tbsp Cheese

900 kcal

Year 1: Reduce Portion 
Reduce the overall volume of the dish 
by about 10 to 15%. The difference will 
generally be hard to notice.

2.25 Cups Pasta 
1.25 Cups Sauce 
1.5 Tbsp Cheese

775 kcal 

Year 2: Adjust Recipe Only  
Maintain size while replacing half of the 
meat in the sauce with diced vegetables 
to reduce the calories by about 10%.

2.25 Cups Pasta  
1.25 Cups Sauce 
1.5 Tbsp Cheese

700 kcal 

Year 3: Reduce Portion
Reduce the overall volume again and 
use a wide-rim dish to make the smaller 
serving seem more abundant.  

2 Cups Pasta  
1 Cup Sauce 

1 Tbsp Cheese 

600 kcal 

Heart
The chef is in charge of the kitchen–the heart of the restaurant. By taking the time to
evaluate the menu, update serving standards, and educate staff, it's possible to set all
kinds of positive changes in motion.

Set a new standard
Ultimately, controlling portion sizes is the chef’s responsibility. By implementing this  
easy, five-step plan, you can help everyone in the kitchen prepare orders consistently  
and appropriately.  

Step 1 
Develop specifications 
for each ingredient 
you use. (What size 
of potato, filet, or 
bread loaf should be 
ordered?)

Step 2 
Write up standardised 
recipes that include 
specific weights and 
measures of each 
ingredient. Make sure 
the tools your staff 
needs to reproduce 
those weights and 
measures are readily 
available in the kitchen. 

Step 3 
Create a plating 
guide with photos or 
diagrams to model 
appropriate servings 
for your culinary crew. 

 

Step 4 
Prepare each order  
by following the  
recipe and plating 
guide. Use standardised 
measuring tools 
to serve up the 
food.  

Step 5 
Make a habit of 
monitoring actual 
portions served, 
comparing them 
against the standard 
to train staff, decrease 
waste, and manage 
food costs. 

 

  

      of the house

How much is too much?
Over the past few decades, serving sizes have risen dramatically. As portions increase, it becomes more difficult for a person to 
accurately guess how many calories a serving contains, so they end up eating more.2 A guest who ordered the same menu item in 
1995 and 2015 could easily have doubled the number of calories they consumed, as shown in the comparison below.3

TYPICAL  
PORTIONS: 

IN 1995

IN 2015 

Spaghetti  
& Meatballs

500 kcal

1025 kcal

French  
Fries

210 kcal

610 kcal

 
Soda

85 kcal

250 kcal

Coffee  
Beverage

45 kcal

350 kcal

Slice of  
Cake

260 kcal

640 kcal

Make a plan
It’s not necessary to take a radical approach to changing everything at once. Instead, try a 
long-term plan to gradually reach portion size goals without upsetting guests or disrupting 
their value perception.  
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A Visual Guide  
to Portion Sizes

Understanding the guidelines
Serving appropriate portion sizes begins 
with knowing what they look like. While 
guidelines may vary from country to 
country, some helpful tips are literally 
right in your hands, as shown on the  
next page.

With this in mind, it’s also helpful to 
visualize what a single meal should look 
like. Various health authorities provide 
helpful guidance, such as MyPlate in the 
US and the EatWell Plate from the Food 
Service Agency (FSA) in the UK. In general, 
the focus is on increasing vegetables—half 
of the plate should be made up of fruits 
and vegetables. Then, another quarter 

comes from (preferably whole) grains,  
and the last quarter from lean protein.4,5

While these models are easy to visualize, 
controlling portions is more challenging 
when food groups are mixed together. For 
dishes like noodle bowls, stews and pasta, 
standardised measuring tools can help 
the kitchen keep portions consistent.

Portion Sizes at Hand6

Whole vegetables:  
Size of a fist

Cooked starches/grains:  
Modest handful 

Cooked protein/meat:  
Size of the palm

Fats/oils:  
Size of a finger tip

1 cup of  
vegetables

2 tablespoons  
of sauce

1/2 cup of noodles 2-4 oz. of protein
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On the On themenu Buffet
Mastering the menu 
Simple ways to offer portion size  
guidance to guests
While guests inevitably make their own choice of what to 
eat and drink, what they order is heavily influenced by the 
layout of the menu. The menu can be constructed to inform, 
guide and encourage diners toward smaller portion sizes and 
nutritious options. Here are a few ideas to try: 

• Offer choices: smaller portions, half portions, kids’ portions, 
and alternative side dishes.

• Promote sampling, sharing and/or tapas menus for the whole 
table to enjoy.

• Inform guests by providing simple and transparent 
nutritional information on the menu. 

• Promote healthier items such as vegetable sides or salad 
by highlighting certain menu items: Chef’s recommended 
pairing, Chef’s choice, Signature item, etc. 

TIP Take a stance on sustainability! A 
responsible buffet reminds people 
not to overindulge and be wasteful. l

A sense of connection
The idea of sharing plays into something else diners crave while 
eating out: a social connection. A full 69 percent of consumers 
report that dining with friends contributes to a fun, exciting 
restaurant experience.11 Small plates, samplers, and sharable 
items can encourage this kind of interactive meal while serving 
up smaller portion sizes. 

A culinary experience
These days, some diners are more interested in exploring the 
menu than filling their stomachs. One study showed that 70 
percent of customers order shareable meals so they can try 
more than one item on the menu.11 Offering smaller portion sizes 
allows them to indulge without overeating. To meet evolving 
expectations, some restaurants are offering alternative portion 
sizes, including “bites,” samplers, and small plates.

At your service 
To promote quality of food over quantity, train service staff 
to highlight key attributes of each meal. For example, ask 
them to call attention to specific flavours and textures, or the 
provenance of special ingredients—whether local or exotic. 

The Delboeuf Illusion 
The Delboeuf Illusion illustrates how our ability to perceive relative size is easily skewed. Note 
how the two dark circles, which are exactly the same size, appear different because of the circles 
framing them.12 This may explain why similar portions look larger on small plates and why people 
tend to overserve themselves on large plates.

8 Tips on the Line
Having “eyes bigger than your belly” is a common affliction at self-service buffets, which may 
lead to over-indulgence and food waste. However, there are some buffet line tactics that can 
help mitigate waste and guide guests towards a balanced plate. 

1 Offer a variety of plate sizes to give 
guests options.

2 Place vegetables and lighter salads  
at the beginning of the line so  
customers will fill their plates with 
healthier options first.

3 Use smaller serving spoons and tongs.

4 Place sauces and other condiments 
in pre-portioned ramekins (which also 
enhances a premium perception).

5 Don’t pre-sauce salads and other items.

6 Serve vegetables in larger, julienne cuts.

7 Present meat in smaller pieces.

8 Serve pre-portioned desserts.

For further information, or in case of questions,  
please	contact :	

Erin Gilgan 
NP	NHW	Champion.	 
Erin.Gilgan@nestle.com
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